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The second-order perturbation for the s-d exchange model of transition metals yields an 
indirect interaction between d electrons via the conduction electrons. Consequently ferro
magnetism may arise when direct d-d coupling is entirely absent or even when the d-d 
exchange integral is negative. 

FERROMAGNETISM and antiferromagnetism in 
transition metals are usually accounted for by an 
exchange interaction between core d -electrons. 
A positive exchange integral between nearest 
neighbors makes a metal ferromagnetic, while a 
negative integral results in antiferromagnetism. 
A number of difficulties arise, 1 of which we shall 
mention only three: (1) Many experimental results 
cannot be accounted for by using the Bethe-Slater 
curve for the exchange integral of transition met
als.1 (2) Most theoretical evaluations of the ex
change integral lead to a negative value. 2 (3) Both 
ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic forms are 
found in dilute alloys of manganese in precious 
metals ;3 in these alloys transition metal atoms 
are separated by such large distances that any 
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direct exchange interaction between them is en
tirely excluded. Similarly, ferromagnetism and 
antiferromagnetism in rare earths cannot be at
tributed to the extremely weak direct coupling 
between the magnetic 4f electrons. 

Other possible exchange mechanisms have 
therefore been sought, one of which is the in
direct exchange interaction suggested by Zener, 1 
which he discussed from a phenomenological point 
of view. The present paper considers the relation 
of the indirect interaction to ferromagnetism. 

The calculation will be based on the s-d ex
change model of transition metals.4 The energy 
operator of the system of s and d electrons is 

H0 = h Ek [atak +at (-)ak (-)] + lJ-cgbtbg. 
k g 

H 1 = - N-'h ~ I (k, k -g) bgatak-g (-)+com pl. conj., 
k. g 

H 2 =-}JI(k, k)a,t(-)ak(-) + N-1 ~ I(k, k2 )bf,';+- bg, [at,(-)ak, (-).-at,ak,l. 
k k,-k,+g,-g,=O 

where Ek = Ak2 is the translational energy of a 
conduction electron in one-electron theory, A is 
the transport integral, Eg = Jg2 is the energy of 
a spin wave with wave number g, J is the d-d 
exchange integral, I (kl> k2 ) is the s-d exchange 
integral, ak and ak (-) are Fermi operators for 
conduction electrons with wave number k and 
spins +! and - ! respectively, bg is the Bose 
operator and N is the number of lattice sites. 

Previous papers on the s-d exchange model 
of ferromagnets and antiferromagnets4 have con
sidered only the energy terms H0 and H2; this 
amounted to a first-order perturbation. The 
"ternary" terms in H1 comprise a second-order 
energy correction, which can be obtained either by 
perturbation theory5 or through a canonical trans
formation. 6 The energy then becomes 
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W = h (-cg + gop.H) ng + ~ (Et - p.H) Nt-
g k 

+2J(Ei; + p.H) N/;- NgoiJ.H. ,, 
E+ E + 1 '\:1 £+ ...L n k =~ k tl L..J l<gng , 'Csd, 

g 

E/; = Ek- I (k, k) + ~ ~~~ E/:gng. 
g 

E{g = -I (k, k) + I I (k, k--g) j2 / (£"- Ek-g- -cg). 

Et:g =I (k, k) -I [ (k, k +g) 12 I (Ek+g- Ek- Eg) 

'C~d = ~- 2~ I I (k, k-g) 12 /(Ek- Ek-g- 'Cg). 

kg 

where g0 is the Lande factor, 1J. is the Bohr mag
neton, ng and Nk are the occupation numbers of 
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ferromagnons and conduction electrons. We assume 
for simplicity that I ( k1, k2 ) = I0 = const. The state 
sum and the free energy are calculated by the 
method of steepest descent; 7 the free energy of the 
system is given by 

F=F,+Fsd+Fd, 

F s = CN- kT ~ [In { 1 + exp (- E k - :r- p.H:} 

+ I {1 + ( Ek -Io- C + p.H)l] 
n exp \- kT I ' 

I2 
Fsd= ~ h f (Ek- p.H) I (Ek- Ek-g- Sg), 

k,g 

Fd =- Ng011.H + kT ~In (1 + exp)- ifgl kT)), 
g 

.ifg = Eg + go11.H + ~1 + ~2• 
Io '\;1. 

~t = 71 LJ If (Ek- fo + 11.H)- f (Ek -11.H)J, 
k 

~ _ I~ Ll [. f (Ek- p.f!) f (Ek -Io + p.H) ] 
2 - N f! ~Akgcos{) -(A+ J)g2 - ~Akgcos {)+(A -J)g' ' 

where f (E) is the Fermi distribution function; 
the chemical potential t of conduction electrons 
(the Fermi energy) is given by 

h If (Ek- p.H) + f (Ek- fo + 11.H)] = N- N:T :~ N (/.l'g) 
k ~ 

The magnetic moment of the electron system 
is determined by 

M = -oF I oH and is equal to M = M, + Msd + Md, 

where 

Md= Ngop.{1- ~ [ 1 + ~~ (~~ + ~D]~N (&g)}, 
g 

N ( 18 g) being the Bose distribution function. For 
g « 1 we obtain approximately 

~1 = ~o + ~~p.H, 

I~ .. F( [ ,, (kT)•J 1 Io , ;·-r 
~0 = 4n 2A V A 1-24 T ' ~1 = 2n 2 A V A' 

Then 18g = Jeffg2 + go,UH, 

J = J _J_ f'l = J +I~ (N + 3J') [1- ~ (kT)'] 
eff ' 48:-;;'A' yU 16\ ~ . 

Integration over g (neglecting the correction 
~1 « 1) gives 

Md=Ng0[L{1- y (~(}, y=0.1174, 2k8=J.u 

which is the familiar T312 law for low-tempera
ture magnetization. It thus results from the second
order correction that the free energy and magnetic 
moment contain, instead of the direct coupling 
J = Jdd• the effective exchange integral Jeff con
sisting of a direct d-d exchange integral and an 
"integral" J(S) of indirect interaction. The latter 
is always positive, so that the existence of ferro
magnetism does not require that Jdd be neces
sarily positive. Ferromagnetism also may exist 
when Jdd = 0 (in rare earths and dilute alloys of 
manganese) and even with a negative d-d ex
change integral. The more general criterion for 
ferromagnetism is now Jeff= J + J(s) > 0. 

In addition, the second-order correction com
pletely nullifies the first-order magnetization cor
rection. It has previously been shown8 that the 
existence of a "zero-point" energy ~0 of a spin 
wave leads either to the exponential dependence 
of Md on T when ~0 is large, or to a small 
departure from the T312 law when ~0 is small. 
In the second approximation the correction ~0 
drops out of f8 g completely, so that there is no 
departure from the T312 law. 

The still unconsidered last two components of 
the total magnetic moment of the s and d elec
tron systen; are easily calculated, giving 

' -- [Np.I., .. /'[ 2 }f .. I I] 3Np. I~ .. IT 
M, T lvlsd- 4n'A V A+ fL N n'A V A + 64n' CA V A . 

The first and third terms of this sum describe the 
"magnetization" of conduction electrons by the 
"field" of core electrons and the spontaneous mag
netic moment of conduction electrons. This mo
ment depends on the magnitude and sign of the 
s-d exchange integral I0• The second term de
scribes the usual Pauli paramagnetic susceptibility 
of conduction electrons. 

We note in conclusion that the effective exchange 
integral Jeff is slightly reduced as the tempera
ture rises. However, this dependence is too weak 
to account for the transition from ferromagnetism 
to antiferromagnetism at a high temperature, which 
is observed in some alloys and rare earths. 3•5 

Also, the entire calculation is based on the approx
imating assumption that the magnetization of the 
system is close to its maximum value, so that we 
cannot draw conclusions that will be valid for high 
temperatures. The different methods required at 
high temperatures will be discussed in another 
paper. 
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We have also considered the case of a negative 
effective exchange integral. The indirect interac
tion "integral" J(S) now differs somewhat because 
of the different dispersion laws for spin waves in 
ferromagnets and antiferromagnets. This case will 
be discussed in the next paper. 

The authors are grateful to S. V. Vonsovski1 and 
E. A. Turov for discussions and a number of valu
able comments. 
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